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1. In the theory of complex manifolds GRAUERT-REMMERT (see [2], 
page 57) and AEPPLI ([1], page 300) have proved that under certain 
conditions a modification is always a generalized a-process of Hopf*). In 
fact, let (M', N') be a modification of (.111, N) (M and M' are complex 
compact manifolds, N and N' are submanifolds of M and M', embedded 
without singularities in M and M' respectively). Then assuming that N 
and N' are irreducible, the modification is a generalized a-process of Hopf. 
If M has complex dimension 2 a much stronger result is proved by Hopf; 
if the artificial assumption that N' is irreducible is omitted it is still true 
that the modification is a finite product of a-processes of HoPF (see [3]). 
In the theory of algebraic varieties of dimension 2 (i.e. of surfaces) this 
fact was known already earlier, it is contained in a paper of ZARISKI of 
1944 ([6], Lemma on page 538); this theorem plays an important role in 
ZARISKI's recent monograph [7] (see Theorem II.1.2. of [7]). The purpose 
of this note is to prove the algebraic theorem corresponding to the theorem 
of Grauert-Remmert and Aeppli, however-as in the analytic case-we 
assume that N' (and N) is irreducible. The essential part of the argument 
(see Proposition 2 below) is very similar to the arguments used by Zariski 
(and by Hopf in the analytic case). 
We follow in general the terminology of Weil's Foundations (for instance 
a variety means always an absolute irreducible variety, a simple point 
is an absolute simple point, etc.), however, for the particular concepts 
from the theory of rational transformations we refer to ZARSIKI's mono-
graph [7] (for instance fundamental point, fundamental locus of a birational 
transformation, antiregular birational transformations etc.). We do not 
assume that the varieties are projectively embedded, however, we assume 
all the varieties to be complete. Furthermore, if T : V ~ V' is a birational 
transformation then we denote by the same symbol T the graph of the 
transformation on the product V x V'; therefore T and T-1 are (except 
for a permutation of factors) the same variety. 
2. The following fact is well-known (see [4], page 154 and [5], page 532). 
Proposition 1. Let T: V ~ V' be a birational transformation 
*) Added in proof: Meanwhile Aeppli's proof has appeared in Comme:nt. 
Math. Helv. (1959). 
between two (abstract) n-dimensional varieties V and V'. Let Y be the 
fundamental locus ofT on V. If (Q, Q') E T, Q E [:F[ 1) and Q simple on V 
then there exists a component l' of [[:F[ XV'] 0. T such that (Q, Q') E U 
and dim. U =n-1. 
Proof. Let V"' and v; be representatives of V and V' resp., in the 
affine spaces SN and SM resp., such that Q X Q' E v"' X v;. For the following 
it suffices to consider V., and Vp instead of V and V', therefore we shall 
omit the indices x and fJ; also the boundaries are of no importance. Let lc 
be a field of definition for V, V', T, Q and Q'. Let (x) and (x') be corres-
ponding generic points of V and V' resp. over k. Then x; =Pt(x)jP(x), 
i = 1, ... , M; with P(X) and Pt(X) E k[XJ. Let Q = (q) and Q' = (q'), then, 
Q being a fundamental point for T, we must have P(q) = 0 and therefore 
also Pt(q) = 0 for all i, since otherwise we cannot have the specialization 
(x, x') --+ (q, q') over k with finite (q'). In SN consider the intersection 
[P(X) =OJ n T; with the usual notations for the calculus of cycles we 
can write [P(X)=OJ· V = L~- 1a~'W11 -;-Z with Q E W1, for all fl and Q tf.IZ[. 
Q being simple on V, it is possible to select P(X) and the Pt(X) in such a 
way that for every ,u there is at least one Pt(X) not identically zero on 
Ww Let Ql, ... , Q). be generic points of WI, ... , w). resp. over k. Let 
k'=k(Q1, ... , QJ.) and let (u)=(u0, u1, ... , uM) be independent transcen-
dentals over k'. Consider in SN xSM the intersection 
every component of which is of dimension n- 1. Since P(q) = 0 and 
P t(q) = 0 for all i, it follows that Q x Q' is in a component U of this inter-
section. Let R x R' be a generic point of U over the algebraic closure K 
of k'(u); R=(r) and R'=(r'). Now dim.KK(R,R')=n-1. In order to 
complete the proof we have to show that R is a fundamental point forT. 
Assume that R is not fundamental, then dim. 1{K (R) = n- I. If P( r) # 0 
then we must have uo+ kli!. 1utr; = 0 and therefore also uo+ If! 1utq;=o, 
but this is impossible since the q; are rational over k C k' and the (u) is a 
set of independent transcendentals over k'. If on the other hand P( r) = 0, 
then the projection on V of U must be contained in some W ~'' for instance 
in W 1 ; however, then since R has dimension n- 1 over K this projection 
equals wl. Then Ql E [uoP(X) + If!luiPt(X) =OJ; however, this is im-
possible since not all the Pt(X) are zero at Q1 , Q1 is rational over k' and 
(u) is a set of independent transcendentals over k'. 
3. Let T1 : V --+ V' and T2 : V --+ V" be two birational transformations 
(everything defined over a field k), let (x), (x') and (x") be corresponding 
generic points of V, V' and V" over k. Consider the birational transfor-
mation T2-T; 1 : V'--+ V", a generic point of which is (x',x"). Following 
1 ) If .1F is a bunch of varieties, then we denote the pointset attached to it by 
j.?Fj; similar if Z is a cycle then the pointset attached to it is denoted by jZj. 
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ZARISKI ([7], Def. I.7.3) we say that T1 and T2 are biregularly equivalent 
at a point Q of V (more generally at a subvariety W of V) ifT2·T:; 1 is 
biregular at each point of T1{Q} (resp. at each point of T1{lV}). 
In order to state the result in the most general form we introduce the 
following notation, which we shall use throughout the rest of this paper. 
Let T : V --? V' be a birational transformation and let W C V be a 
component (not only an isolated component, but a component in the 
usual sense) of the fundamental locus ~ ofT on V. then we denote by 
I WI the pointset I W 1- U I W.d, where the summation U I W;.l is over all 
A l 
the components WA of ~ different from W *). 
Proposition 2. LetT: V--? V' be a birational transformation. Let 
W be a component of the fundamental locus ~ of T on V; suppose each 
point of W is simple both on V and on Wand each point of T{IWI} is 
simple on V'. LetT be antiregular at each point of I WI. If T*: V--? V* 
is the monoidal dilatation of V with center W, then for each point R* 
of T*{IWI} there exists a point R' ET{IWI} such that (R', R*) ET*·T-1 
and T* ·T-1 is regular at R'. 
Proof. Let k be an algebraically closed field of definition for V, V', 
T and R. Since R* ET*{IWI} there is a (unique) point REV such that 
(R, R*) E T* and R ¢:some W;. where W;. is a component of~ different 
from W. R is simple, both on V and on W, let (x1. ... , Xn) be a set of local 
uniformizing parameters for V at R such that W is locally defined by 
X1=0, ... , Xn-r=O where r=dim. W. There exists a curve 0 on V such 
that R is simple on 0, 0 is transversal to Wand the tangent to 0 at R 
"corresponds" with R* (in an obvious sense, see example 1 on page 41 of 
[7]). At least one of the Xi (i= 1, ... , n-r), for instance X1, is a local 
uniformizing parameter for 0 at R. Let r be the (unique) curve on T 
with projection 0 on V and let (R. R') E r. Now R' E T{IWI} and clearly 
(R', R*) E T* ·T-1. We want to show that T* ·T-1 is regular at R'. Let 
R' be on a (n-1)-dimensional (n=dim. V) component W' of T{W} (by 
prop. 1 there exists a (n-1)-dim. component of (l.%1 XV') n T such 
that (R, R') is a point of this component, since R ¢: a component of :F 
different from W it follows that in fact this component is a component 
of ( W X V') n T and therefore, since T is antiregular at I WI, it follows 
that there exists such a component W' of T{W}). R' is simple on V' by 
assumption, therefore there exists a function t in the field of rational 
functions k(V') of V' such that its divisor (t)= W' +Z, with R' ¢: IZI. 
T-1 is regular at R', therefore Xi EOR',V' (i=1, ... , n) (OR',V' denotes the 
local ring of R' on V', its maximal ideal is denoted by mR', V'). By the 
*) Unfortunately we had to use the notation !WI for typographical reasons; 
unfortunately, since usually the bar is used for closure operations and here its 
meaning is almost opposite. 
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choice of the parameters XI, ... , Xn-r, and since W' is a component of 
T{W}, we have (xt)=qiW' + Yi-Zi, i= 1, ... , n-r; with Yi and Zt positive 
divisors. qi > 0, and R' et /Ztl· Therefore x1 = tq~x; with x; E OR', p. If C' is 
the projection of r on V' then R' is regular for the (by T-I induced) 
birational correspondence C'-+ 0 (R' being regular for T-I). The places 
of 0, resp. 0', with center R, resp. R', are corresponding with each other, 
therefore XI is a local uniformizing parameter for the unique place of 0' 
with center R'. Therefore XI E lnR', C' but XI et m1,, 0,, hence certainly 
XI et m1,, V'· Therefore x~ E OR', V' but et mw, V' and qi = 1. Then Xi/XI E OR', V', 
i= 1, ... , n-r; however, it then follows by well-known arguments (see 
[7], first part of the Proof on page 38) that T* -T-I is regular at R'. 
4. Theorem. LetT: V-+ V' be a birational transformation between 
two n-dimensional, complete varieties. Let W be a component of the 
fundamental locus .fF ofT on V. Let every point of W be simple both on 
V and on Wand letT be antiregular at W. Suppose T{W} has only one 
(n-1)-dimensional component W', let every point of W' be simple on 
V'. Then T and the monoidal dilatation of V with center W are hi-
regularly equivalent at all points of I WI (I WI as introduced above) I). 
Proof. Let k be an algebraically closed field of definition for V, V', 
W, W' and T. Let T* : V -+ V* be the monoidal dilatation of V with 
center W, let W*=T*{W}=T*[W]. Let TI=T·T*-I. Let Q* be a generic 
point of W* over k. TI is regular at Q*, let (Q*, Q') E TI. Since Q' is the 
unique point of V' corresponding with Q*, it follows from prop. 2 that 
T1 1 is regular at Q'. Therefore the dimension of Q' over k equals the 
dimension of Q* over k, hence Q' must be generic on W' over k. Therefore 
generic points of W* and W' are corresponding with each other. 
For the following we remark that T{fWI}C W'. For, let R' ET{IW!}, 
let R be the (unique) point corresponding with R'. By prop. 1 (R, R') is 
in a (n-1)-dimensional component of (I.?FJ x V') n T; the projection of 
this component on V contains R E J WJ and must therefore be contained 
in W. Since Tis antiregular at Wand since W' is the only component of 
T{W} which has dimension n-1, it follows R' E W'. 
Now assume that there exists a point R* E T*{J WI} such that R* is 
fundamental for TI. Let .?FI be the fundamental locus of TI on V*, clearly 
J.?FIJ C T{f.?FJ} since T* is antiregular. Applying prop. 2, we see that there 
exists a point R' E T{J WJ} such that (R*, R') E TI and T1- 1 regular at R'. 
Also R* is simple on V* ([7], prop.I.8.2.), therefore by prop. 1 there exists 
a componentZ of (J.?FIJ x V') n TI such that dim. Z=n-l and (R*, R') EZ. 
Let (P*, P') be a generic point of Z over lc, then dim. kk(P*, P') = n- 1; 
however, T! 1 is regular at R', hence at P', therefore dim. kk(P')=n-1. 
1) In order to avoid misunderstandings we remind that W and W' are varieties 
in the sense explained above, i.e., they are absolutely irreducible. 
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If P is the unique point corresponding with P* by T*, we must have 
P E Iff' I since otherwise P* not fundamental for T1: furthermore we have 
the specialization (P, P*)-+ (R, R*) with the (unique) R E !WI. therefore 
PEW, and hence P' E T{W}. But T{W} has only one component of 
dimension n-1, therefore P' is a generic point of W' over k. However, 
we have seen above that by T1 generic points of W' correspond with 
generic points of W*, therefore P* is a generic point of W*. This is in 
contradiction with the fact that P* is fundamental for T1. Therefore 
every point of T* {I WI} is regular for T1. 
Next assume that there exists a point R' E T{l WI} which is fundamental 
for T1 1 . Let '§be the fundamental locus of T1 1 on V'. Let R* be a point 
corresponding with R' by T1 1 then clearly R* E T*{IWI} (for T-l is 
regular at R'). As we have seen above T{l WI} C W', we haveR' is simple 
on V'. Therefore by prop. 1 there exists a component Y of ( V' X I '§I) n T1 
such that (R*, R') E Y and dim. Y =n-1, Let (Q*, Q') be a generic point 
of Y over k. We must have Q' E T{W}; for T-l is regular at Q' (R' is a 
specialization of Q' over k and R' is regular for T-1), so if Q' ¢= T{W} 
then Q' cannot be fundamental for T1 1 contrary the assumption. Therefore 
Q* E W*. On the other hand R* E T*{IWI}, therefore by the above T1 
is regular at R*, hence at Q*. Since dim. Y = n- 1, Q* has dimension 
n- 1 over k, hence Q* is a generic point of W* over k. But, as we have seen, 
generic points of W* correspond by T1 with generic points of W', hence 
Q' is a generic point of W'. W' being simple on V' and of dimension n- 1, 
this contradicts the fact that Q' is in 1'§1. Therefore every point ofT{IWI} 
is regular for T1 1 • 
5. If we have an antiregular birational transformation T between two 
surfaces V and V', then we can obtain by the same kind of reasoning as 
above (i.e., by using prop. 1 and 2) the stronger result of Zariski which 
we have mentioned in the beginning of this note (i.e., [7], Theor.II.l.2: 
an antiregular birational transformation between two non-singular 
surfaces is- up to biregular equivalence- a finite product of monoidal 
dilatations). We just sketch the proof. Let Qi (i= 1, ... , d) be the funda-
mental points of T on V and let ri1 (j= 1, ... , ni) be the exceptional 
curves of T-1 on V' corresponding with Qi (cf. [7], Prop.I.2.l.). Consider 
the quadratic transformation T* : V --+ V* of V with center Q1 let 
F* =T*{Ql}. Let k be an algebraically closed field of definition for V, 
V' and T. By using prop. 2 as in the beginning of the proof ofthe theorem 
it follows that generic points of F* over k correspond with generic points 
of some curve F11, for instance F11 . Then it follows that T1 =T ·T*-1 is 
again antiregular. For, let Q' be a fundamental point for T11 and let the 
curve 0 on V* correspond with Q'. Then T being antiregular, it follows 
that 0 must be F*, however, this is impossible since we have just seen 
that a generic point (over k) of F* correspond (for dimension reasons 
uniquely) with a generic point of Fn and (again for dimension reasons) 
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this last point cannot be fundamental for T1 1 . Since Tu is exceptional 
for T-l but not for T1\ the desired result follows easily by applying 
induction on the number of exceptional curves for T-1. 
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